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“You are the fountain of life, light, and all grace and truth”
PIERCING
HEAVEN
PRAYERS OF
THE PURITANS

Ed. Robert Elmer

FOUNT OF HEAVEN
PRAYERS OF THE EARLY CHURCH

Ed. Robert Elmer
The hearts of the first Christians beat with praise for Christ. The
strength of their devotion is remarkable, considering the times
of uncertainty and persecution in which they lived. Despite all of
this, the early church flourished, sustained by the God to whom
they prayed.

“The prayers of this
outstanding book, adapted
from the writings of the
Puritans and other highly esteemed devotional writers, will
be a great help for those longing to seek God with all their
heart and all their mind.” —Joel R. Beeke, president, Puritan
Reformed Theological Seminary, and author of several books on
the Puritans
RELIGION / Prayerbooks / Christian

978-1-6835-9334-8, Hardcover (5×8), 336 pages, $24.99

Christians today have a lot to learn from the devotional life of
the early church. In Fount of Heaven, a collection of carefully
selected prayers from the first six centuries of the church, we
can pray with our spiritual forefathers. Prayers from luminaries
such as Clement of Rome, Irenaeus, and Augustine are arranged
by theme to reveal the right prayer for the moment. The prayers
have been slightly updated to read more easily, but they retain
their joy and mystery. As we turn to the prayers of the first
Christians, we can return to the foundations of our own faith.

PIERCING
HEAVEN
PRAYER
JOURNAL

EDITOR
Robert Elmer is editor of Piercing Heaven: Prayers of the Puritans
and author of over fifty books of Christian fiction, devotion, and
apologetics. He and his family live in Lynden, Washington.

Available September 2022
RELIGION / Christian Living / Prayer

978-1-6835-9628-8, Hardback (5.25×8.25), 368 pages, $24.99

PRAYERS OF
THE PURITANS

Ed. Robert Elmer
A new edition of Piercing Heaven designed for note-taking
and reflection.
With wider lined margins and a new introduction by
Jenny-Lyn de Klerk, readers of the Piercing Heaven Prayer
Journal will be able to pray more deeply with the Puritans
through note-taking and reflection.
RELIGION / Prayerbooks / Christian

978-1-6835-9576-2, Hardback (7×8.25), 344 pages, $28.99
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JESUS AND GENDER
LIVING AS SISTERS AND
BROTHERS IN CHRIST

Elyse M. Fitzpatrick
& Eric Schumacher

“Feed yourself
on the riches
here; you will
be thankful
that you did.”
—Paul David Tripp
Tripp, pastor; author

FAITH IN THE
WILDERNESS
WORDS OF EXHORTATION
FROM THE CHINESE CHURCH

Ed. Hannah Nation & Simon Liu
“If we want revival in our communities, then let us
learn from those being revived.”
For many Western Christians, the experience of
su˛ ering and persecution is remote. For Chinese
Christians, on the other hand, persecution is a regular
aspect of the Christian life. If a Christian from the
West was transported to a Chinese house church, the
topic of su˛ ering would be ever-present in preaching
and conversation. With decades of persecution
under government oppression and a rich theology of
su˛ ering, the Chinese house church movement has
much to contribute theologically to the global church.

6

Wilderness, editors Hannah Nation and
In Faith in the Wilderness
Simon Liu pull together the insights of the Chinese
Church for the West. These sermonic letters from
Chinese Christians will awaken readers to the reality
of the gospel—the ground of our hope—in the midst
of darkness. Readers will be convicted, encouraged,
and edified by the testimony of these Chinese
Christians.
EDITORS
Hannah Nation is communications and content
director for China Partnership and co-editor of Grace
to the City: Studies in the Gospel from China.
Simon Liu is a pastor and mentor to pastors in China.
Over the past decade, he has been involved in over 140
church plants across China.

Many Christian women and men carry heavy burdens. Much
teaching on gender relations, roles, and rules binds the
conscience beyond what Scripture actually teaches. Gender has
become a battleground for power. But God created men and
women not to compete for glory but to cooperate for his glory.
In Jesus and Gender,, Elyse Fitzpatrick and Eric Schumacher
paint a new vision for gender—Christ’s gentle and lowly heart.
The centrality of the gospel has been lost in gender debates.
Our ultimate example is Jesus, our humble king, who used his
power to serve others. So we must rethink our identities, roles,
and relationships around him. Christ transformed enemies into
family. Men and women are allies in God’s mission.
Drawing from Scripture and experience, Fitzpatrick and
Schumacher show how Jesus’s example speaks to all areas of
our lives as men and women, including vocation, marriage,
parenting, friendships, and relating to each other as sisters
and brothers in Christ. Real-life testimonies from a variety of
Christians—including Christine Caine, Justin Holcomb, Karen
Swallow Prior, and others—show a variety of men and women
freed to pursue their gifts for God’s glory.
Fitzpatrick and Schumacher’s perspective untangles what God
has said about gender from what he hasn’t. By coming to Jesus,
women and men can find rest.
“Powerful. Enlightening. Inspiring. … This book is a gift to all
siblings in Christ.” —Derwin L. Gray, cofounder and lead pastor
of Transformation Church
AUTHORS
Elyse Fitzpatrick is a bestselling author, national speaker,
and˝ministry leader. She is director of Counsel from the Cross
Ministries and author of over twenty-five books. She earned
an˝MA in biblical counseling from Trinity Theological Seminary
and has been married for more than forty years.
Eric Schumacher is associate pastor of Grand Avenue Baptist
Church in Ames, Iowa, and coauthor, with Elyse Fitzpatrick,
of Worthy: Celebrating the Value of Women. He earned his MDiv
from Southern Baptist Theological Seminary and has been
married for over twenty years.

Available April 2022
RELIGION / Christian Living / Spiritual Growth

Available April 2022

978-1-6835-9604-2, Paperback (5.25×8), 192 pages, $16.99

RELIGION / Christian Living / General

978-1-6835-9576-2, Hardback (5.25×8.5), 304 pages, $24.99

“If you only ever
read one book about
God’s intention for
female and male
relationships, read
this one.”
—Christine Caine, founder of A21

and Propel Women

Learn more about the
companion video series:
LexhamPress.com/
Jesus-and-Gender

Email: Orders@LexhamPress.com | 1-800-875-6467 | LexhamPress.com
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“This one-volume
study of the theological
loci of our faith is well
balanced, judicious, and
comprehensive. It does not
shy away from detailing
what have been areas of
controversy over church
history, but it does so with
both charity and precision,
which makes it an ideal
textbook for introductory
courses in systematic
theology.”

God’s Word
creates what he
commands—
Reencounter the
radical doctrine
of justification by
faith alone.
JUSTIFICATION
BY THE WORD
RESTORING SOLA FIDE

Jack D. Kilcrease
In Justification by the Word, Jack D. Kilcrease
reintroduces Martin Luther’s key doctrine.
Though a linchpin of the Reformation, Luther’s
view of justification is often misunderstood.
For Luther, justification is an expression of
God’s creative Word. To understand Luther
on justification, one must grasp his doctrine
of the Word. The same God who declared “let
there be light”—and it was so—also declares
“your sins are forgiven.” Justification is an
objective reality. It is achieved in Christ’s
resurrection and received through an
encounter with the risen Christ in Word and
sacrament. Justification turns us outward, away
from our own unsteady feelings and limited
understanding, to look to Christ. And the
church must preach justification, lest we so
easily forfeit the joy of the gospel.

8

—Michael A. G. Haykin,

chair & professor of church history,
The Southern Baptist Theological
Seminary

“Luther has often been made into a hero of modern
subjectivity, as if it’s all about having faith. Jack
Kilcrease corrects the record: it’s all about the
gracious Word of God, which gives us faith in the
heart and every other good gift in Christ.”
—Phillip Cary, professor of philosophy,
Eastern University; author of The Meaning
of Protestant Theology

CHRISTIAN
THEOLOGY

AUTHOR
Jack D. Kilcrease is a professor of historical
and systematic theology at the Institute of
Lutheran Theology in Brookings, South Dakota.

The church has been entrusted with God’s
revelation—and to steward the word of truth, we
must confess the Bible’s teaching with clarity and
conviction. Adam Harwood’s Christian Theology is
both biblically faithful and historically informed,
providing a fresh synthesis of the essential
doctrines of the faith. Writing from a Free Will
Baptist perspective, Harwood brings fresh insights
that many systematic theologies lack.

Available August 2022
RELIGION / Christian Theology / Soteriology

978-1-6835-9603-5, Hardback (6×9), 456 pages,
$39.99

BIBLICAL, HISTORICAL,
AND SYSTEMATIC

Adam Harwood

With readable prose, suggestions for further study,
and discussion questions, Christian Theology will
equip students and pastors to clarify and articulate
what they believe and why.

“This generation of evangelicals and Baptists has
long required a new and widely trusted singleauthor systematic theology. I am elated to endorse
this careful, learned, and broad-based exemplar of
Christian orthodoxy for use in the classroom, in
the pastor’s study, and in the academically-inclined
layperson’s˛library.”
—Malcolm B. Yarnell, research professor of
theology, Southwestern Baptist Theological
Seminary
AUTHOR
Adam Harwood is McFarland Chair of Theology,
director of the Baptist Center for Theology &
Ministry, and editor of the Journal for Baptist
Theology & Ministry at New Orleans Baptist
Theological Seminary in New Orleans, Louisiana.
He is the author of Born Guilty? A Southern Baptist
View of Original Sin and The Spiritual Condition of
Infants: A Biblical-Historical Survey and Systematic
Proposal.
Available August 2022
RELIGION / Christian Theology / Systematic

978-1-6835-9601-1, Hardback (6×9), 760 pages,
$59.99
Email: Orders@LexhamPress.com | 1-800-875-6467 | LexhamPress.com
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THE APOSTLES’ CREED

Introducing
Lexham’s
first
children’s
book

FOR ALL GOD’S CHILDREN

“Simple, delightful, and orthodox”
—Carl Trueman, dad and teacher

Natasha Kennedy & Ben Myers

“A beloved resource”
—Rachel Joy Welcher, mother and author

Join FatCat, the friendly feline, as he learns the traditional
text of the Apostles’ Creed—the earliest summary of the
apostles’ teaching. Enjoy vibrantly illustrated scenes of
Jesus’s life and search for FatCat on every page!

“Creative illustrations, beautiful writing”
—Dan Darling, dad and pastor

Young readers and families will read a line from the creed
along with a simple reflection to tuck into their hearts.
With a list of Scriptures for further learning and a family
prayer, this FatCat book is perfect to read again and again.
The catechism teaches us what the Bible teaches us: our
faith. The catechism is “fat,” bursting at the seams with
meaning and challenge. FatCat is our way of making the
catechism approachable, bringing theology to readers of
all˝ages.
all
ages.
In a fun and accessible way, believers can visualize,
memorize, understand, and confess the Apostles’ Creed,
which has united all Christians for centuries.

“Simple and complex, full of beauty and mystery”
—Hannah Anderson, mother and writer
ILLUSTRATOR
Natasha Kennedy is a freelance illustrator from Seattle,
Washington. She and her husband, Lindsay, have four
children and two gray kitties named Shiny and Tiny.
AUTHOR
Ben Myers is a theologian and author from Brisbane,
Australia. He and his wife, Bella, have five children, a dog
named Archie, and a gray tabby cat named Moonlight.
JUVENILE NONFICTION / Religious / Christian / Devotional & Prayer

978-1-6835-9574-8, Hardback (9x10), 44 pages, $17.99
ALSO AVAILABLE

THE APOSTLES’
CREED COLORING BOOK
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GAMES & ACTIVITIES / Coloring Books
978-1-6835-9625-7, Paperback (8.5x11), 20 pages, $3.99

o
C at B
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AVAILABLE FALL 2022

THE LORD’S PRAYER
FOR ALL GOD’S CHILDREN

Natasha Kennedy
& Harold L. Senkbeil
JUVENILE NONFICTION / Religious /
Christian / Devotional & Prayer
978-1-6835-9645-5, Hardback (9x10), 44 pages,
$17.99

THE KING
OF CHRISTMAS
ALL GOD’S CHILDREN
SEARCH FOR JESUS

Natasha Kennedy & Todd R. Hains
JUVENILE NONFICTION / Holidays
& Celebrations / Christmas & Advent
978-1-6835-9663-9, Hardback (9x10), 32 pages,
$17.99
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POINTING TO THE
PASTURELANDS

THE BEST OF
CHRISTIANITY TODAY

REFLECTIONS ON
EVANGELICALISM,
DOCTRINE, & CULTURE

J. I. Packer

STEWARDS
OF THE EARTH

Anglican theologian J. I. Packer was one of the most widely
respected Christian writers of the twentieth century.
Author of over forty books and named one of the most
influential evangelicals by Time magazine and the readers
of Christianity Today, Packer’s impact is immense. He was
known for profound theological writing that was always
lively and worshipful.

CHRISTIANITY AND
CREATION CARE
Evangelicals have a complex relationship with
environmentalism. Some lament the church’s apparent
disinterest in humanity’s negative impact upon the earth.
Others denounce environmentalism as a distraction from the
church’s mission. In the face of polarization over the issue,
how should evangelicals steward creation well?

“Hands-down one of
the best one-stop-shop
volumes on evangelical
thinking about creation
care over the last few
decades.”
—A. J. Swoboda, assistant professor of Bible, theology,
and world Christianity, Bushnell University

12

Stewards of the Earth collects five decades of articles from
Christianity Today that display the diversity and development
of evangelical perspectives on creation care. Some articles
address the concerns evangelicals have over cooperating with
the broader environmentalist movement or lay out positive
ways to navigate or overcome these hesitations. Other articles
present constructive approaches to creation care. Readers will
gain a nuanced view of evangelical thought over the decades.
With a new introduction by Loren Wilkinson and
contributions from writers like Bill McKibben, Ronald Sider,
Leslie Leyland Fields, and Andy Crouch, these essays preserve
the wisdom of the past to provide insight for the future.
“Here we are reintroduced to ourselves—yesterday and today.
And in the midst, we are challenged to think better about
what it is we are trying to do—for ourselves, our planet, and
our children. Perspective is a powerful thing.”
—Sandra Richter, author of Stewards of Eden: What Scripture
Says about the Environment
Available April 2022
RELIGION / Christian Living / Social Issues

978-1-6835-9576-2, Hardback (5×8), 304 pages, $22.99

Pointing to the Pasturelands recovers several decades of
Packer’s contributions to the pages of Christianity Today.
This includes his editorial columns, longer articles, and
brief answers to readers’ theology questions. The book
concludes with a profile of Packer from Mark A. Noll. Enjoy
timeless insights from a man whose life was devoted to
knowing God and making him known.

“At once both a commentary on the times and
explications of the faith, these shorter pieces are
delightful, devotional gems.”
—Carl R. Trueman, professor of biblical
and religious studies, Grove City College
“I think I read every one of these pieces when they
first appeared; I am grateful beyond words that
this new format allows me to read them again.”
—D. A. Carson, professor emeritus of New
Testament, Trinity Evangelical Divinity School
“Nearly six decades of gold. An indispensable
volume for any Packer reader.”
—Tony Reinke, journalist, and author of
Newton on the Christian Life: To Live Is Christ
“This collection of his work should be in the
possession of every pastor, every Christian leader,
everyone who dares to live out the gospel. Keep
this volume on your shelf and make it a habit to
read one or two selections every day.”
—Daniel Darling, director of the Land Center
for Cultural Engagement at Southwestern
Baptist Theological Seminary

AUTHOR
J. I. Packer (1926–2020) was educated at Oxford and
ordained a priest at St. John’s Harborne. In 1970 he
became principal at Tyndale Hall, and joined the faculty at
Regent College in Vancouver, Canada in 1979. He served
as Honourary Assistant at St. John’s Anglican Church in
Vancouver for thirty-seven years.
Packer wrote over forty books, including Evangelism and the
Sovereignty of God, Knowing God, and A Quest for Godliness.
He co-authored over a dozen other books, was an editor
at Christianity Today for more than thirty years, and served
as general editor of the English Standard Version Bible.
Time magazine named him one of the “25 Most Influential
Evangelicals in America” in 2005.
RELIGION / Christian Theology / General

978-1-6835-9543-4, Hardback (5×8), 320 pages, $24.99

Email: Orders@LexhamPress.com | 1-800-875-6467 | LexhamPress.com
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THE GATES OF HELL
AN UNTOLD STORY OF
FAITH AND PERSEVERANCE
IN THE EARLY SOVIET UNION

Matthew Heise
Decimated by war, revolution, and famine, the
Evangelical Lutheran Church of Russia was in critical
condition in 1921. In The Gates of Hell, Matthew Heise
recounts the bravery and su˛ ering of German-Russian
Lutherans during the period between the two great
world wars. These stories tell of ordinary Christians
who remained faithful to death in the face of state
persecution.
Christians in Russia had dark days characterized by
defeat, but God preserved his church. Against all
human odds, the church would outlast the man-made
sandcastles of communist utopianism. The Gates of
Hell is a wonderful testimony to the enduring power
of God’s word, Christ’s church, and the Spirit’s
faithfulness.

14

“A precious work. …
A quiet yet insistent
call for us to remain as
faithful Christians in
our present times.”

“The Christian life is not
about a moment of faith at
the point of conversion. It is
about a lifetime of faith that
endures until the end. Daniel
Ritchie has written a helpful
guide on how to cultivate
faith that will endure until
the end of our days.”

—Ivan El’ko, general bishop,
Evangelical A.C. Church in Slovakia

—Dayton Hartman, pastor,
Redeemer Church in Rocky Mount, North Carolina

“The Gates of Hell helps us ... to recognize the signs of the
time, so that we are not lulled by songs of the world and the
devil and caught in their traps unprepared.”
—V’yacheslav Horpynchuk, bishop,
Ukrainian Lutheran Church
AUTHOR
Matthew Heise is director of the Lutheran Heritage
Foundation. Previously, he was a missionary for the
Lutheran Church – Missouri Synod for over a decade,
serving in countries such as Russia, Ukraine, and
Georgia.
Available May 2022
RELIGION / Christianity / History

978-1-6835-9595-3, Hardback (6×9), 512 pages, $29.99

ENDURE
BUILDING FAITH
FOR THE LONG RUN

Daniel Ritchie
Following Jesus is like running a race. But it’s a
marathon, not a sprint. While we prefer to live in
the immediate, our God is not after quick fixes. His
ways and his timetable are better. He wants to make
us like Christ, and that takes a lifetime. So how do
we run the race with endurance?
In Endure, Daniel Ritchie explores how God’s people
run well. Within this book, you will find direction
and encouragement for how to trust God in every
year, every day, and every minute. You are loved by
God. And specific attitudes and habits will build
your faith and connect you to God’s love. Learn how
the seemingly mundane choices can be the most
important—for your good and God’s glory.
“A biblically and experientially rich road map to run well
and finish well with our eyes glued to Jesus. This is a
book that will bless and encourage many.”
—Daniel L. Akin, president, Southeastern Baptist
Theological Seminary

“Daniel’s book is as powerful and insightful as his
testimony. I can assure you that you’ve never met
another Christian like Daniel, and his book will impact
you at a fundamental level. God has written his story
in a way that enables him to speak with authority on
building a faith that lasts.”
—J.D. Greear, pastor, The Summit Church
in Raleigh-Durham, North Carolina
AUTHOR
Daniel Ritchie is a speaker and writer from North
Carolina. He is author of My A˝ iction for His Glory
and has 10 years of experience in student ministry.
He and his wife, Heather, have two children.
RELIGION / Christian Living / Personal Growth

978-1-6835-9541-0, Paperback (5x8), 192 pages, $14.99

Learn more about the
companion video series:
LexhamPress.com/Endure

Email: Orders@LexhamPress.com | 1-800-875-6467 | LexhamPress.com
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“The discerning
evangelical will profit
from reading Ayers,
whose realism and
biblical faith drives
him to ask and answer
questions—and then to
off
o° er informed advice—
in ways that only a
sociologist can.”

Each generation is
commissioned to
pass the faith on to
the next and help
them live for Christ,
enter congregational
life, and engage in
Christian mission.
FORMATION
FOR MISSION
DISCIPLESHIP AND IDENTITY
FOR EMERGING ADULTS

Ed. Mary T. Lederleitner, Andrew
MacDonald & Rick Richardson
As Christian adolescents develop into adults, they face
unique questions and challenges. But this stage of life
also provides unique opportunities for all who care
about the spiritual flourishing of the next generation.
Created in partnership with the Wheaton College
Billy Graham Center, Formation for Mission empowers
those who interact with teenagers and young adults.
Gathering wisdom from a diverse variety of veteran
teachers and weaving together research-informed
social, theological, and practical insights, each
chapter examines essential features in the missional
development, formation, and contexts of young
people. Questions for reflection and discussion move
the conversation forward.

With cultural awareness and sensitivity to the
today, Formation for Mission o˛ ers
challenges of today
hopeful advice to those who are invested in supporting
the spiritual thriving of emerging adults.
EDITORS
Mary T. Lederleitner is founder and executive director
of Missional Intelligence and author of Cross-Cultural
Partnerships and Women in God’s Mission: Accepting the
Invitation to Serve and Lead.
Andrew MacDonald is associate director of the
research institute at the Billy Graham Center and a
frequent contributor to blogs and journals such as
Christianity Today’s The Exchange.
Rick Richardson is professor of evangelism and
leadership at Wheaton College, director of the church
evangelism and research institutes for the Billy
Graham Center, and an Anglican priest. He is author
of You Found Me: New Research on How Unchurched
Nones, Millennials, and Irreligious Are Surprisingly Open
to Christian Faith.

—Mark Regnerus, professor of sociology,
University of Texas-Austin

AFTER THE
REVOLUTION

Instead, we must recover a positive vision for
Christian sexuality, singleness, and marriage that is
firmly grounded in God’s word.

SEX AND THE SINGLE
EVANGELICAL

AUTHOR
David J. Ayers is professor of sociology and former
dean and interim provost of the Alva J. Calderwood
School of Arts and Letters at Grove City College
in Pennsylvania. He holds a PhD in sociology from
New York University and is the author of Christian
Marriage, Experiencing Social Research, and Investigating
Social Problems. He has taught courses on marriage and
family for more than thirty years.

David J. Ayers
In After the Revolution, David J. Ayers provides the
Christian heirs of the sexual revolution a resource to
understand their challenges and social context to find
a way forward. Drawing on social sciences and history,
Ayers traces recent worldview shifts in North America
and Europe. The historic Christian understanding
of sex and marriage has been supplanted, and sexual
confusion has infiltrated the church, especially
influencing younger Christians.

Available June 2022
RELIGION / Christian Living / Social Issues

978-1-6835-9577-9, Paperback (5×8), 368 pages, $24.99

The church can uniquely and compassionately support
sexual faithfulness and flourishing, but we need to
reject formulas, surefire methods, and judgmentalism.

Available August 2022
RELIGION / Christian Ministry / Discipleship

978-1-6835-9615-8, Paperback (5.5×8.5), 288 pages,
$29.99
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WHAT DOES NATURE TEACH
US ABOUT GOD?

QUESTIONS FOR RESTLESS MINDS

Kirsten R. Birkett

Series Editor: D.˙A. Carson

In What Does Nature Teach Us about God?, Kirsten
Birkett rethinks the relation between nature,
science, and faith. God and science are not simply
two rival answers to your questions. The Creator
makes sense of the creation. Science is only truly
possible with God. You can engage with science
without losing sight of your Creator.

The Questions for Restless Minds series applies God’s word to today’s issues. Each short
book faces tough questions honestly and clearly, so you can think wisely, act with conviction,
and become more like Christ.
With world-renowned New Testament scholar D. A. Carson as Series Editor, the 17 volumes
in the series cover a wide range of topics centered around critical questions many Christians
wrestle with today. Contributors include Christopher Ash, Craig Blomberg, Graham Cole,
David Dockery, William Lane Craig, and many more.

“This generation of Christians inhabits cultures that sometimes reject not only biblical
revelation about reality, but also the reality of reality itself. The Questions for Restless
Minds series poses many of the toughest questions faced by young Christians to some
of the world’s foremost Christian thinkers and leaders. Along the way, this series
seeks to help Christians in the next generation learn how to think biblically when
they face questions in years to come that perhaps no one yet sees coming.”
—Russell Moore, public theologian, Christianity Today
“If you’re hungry to go deeper in your faith, wrestle with hard questions,
and are dissatisfied with the shallow content on your social media
newsfeed, you’ll really appreciate this series of thoughtful
deep dives on critically important topics like faith, the Bible,
friendship, sexuality, philosophy, and more. As you engage
with some world-class Christian scholars, you’ll be
encouraged, equipped, challenged, and above all invited
to love God more with your heart, soul, mind, and
strength.”
—Andy Kim, multiethnic resource director,
InterVarsity Christian Fellowship

RELIGION / Christian Theology / Apologetics

978-1-6835-9509-0, Paperback (5×7), 128 pages,
$9.99

WHAT DOES IT MEAN TO BE
A THOUGHTFUL CHRISTIAN?
David S. Dockery
In What Does It Mean to be a Thoughtful Christian?,
David S. Dockery argues that Christians must be
intentional about their thought life. Thoughtful
Christians follow guidance from the Bible, possess
a consistent worldview, listen to voices of the
past, engage with the world, and prioritize faithful
community and character development. Learn
how thinking well and thinking Christianly is what
you, your church, and your culture needs.
RELIGION / Christian Living / Personal Growth

978-1-6835-9517-5, Paperback (5×7), 128 pages, $9.99
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HOW SHOULD WE THINK
ABOUT HOMOSEXUALITY?
In How Should We Think About Homosexuality?,
Mark. A. Yarhouse brings his expertise to bear on
this question. If we are to speak with clarity and
conviction, we must first be informed. Christianity
has long held a sexual ethic regarding creation,
family, and sexuality, and Christians must know
how to relate to other views of sexuality. Yarhouse
considers how to think about recent scientific
findings and sexual identity language before
suggesting avenues of fruitful discipleship for
same-sex attracted Christians.
RELIGION / Christian Living / Social Issues

T
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Robert S. Smith
In How Should We Think About Gender and Identity?,
Robert S. Smith recognizes that to properly
respond, we must first understand. Smith first
defines terms and outlines the history and
current debates around transgender. God’s word
is brought to bear, including its perspective on
creation and sin, sex and gender, and body and
soul. Learn how you can thoughtfully engage the
debate with conviction and display the love of
Jesus to your transgender neighbor.
RELIGION / Christian Living / Social Issues

978-1-6835-9515-1, Paperback (5×7), 128 pages, $9.99

Mark A. Yarhouse

LESS M
I
ST

HOW SHOULD WE THINK
ABOUT GENDER AND
IDENTITY?

978-1-6835-9523-6, Paperback (5×7), 144 pages, $9.99

WHO CHOSE THE BOOKS
OF THE NEW TESTAMENT?
Charles E. Hill
In Who Chose the Books of the New Testament?,
Charles E. Hill examines the ancient evidence
behind the formation of the New Testament. Hill
retraces the origins of the canon and why certain
books were privileged and others neglected. He
concludes that the New Testament was inherited,
not chosen. The early church preserved and
proclaimed what they received. Learn how you got
your Bible.
RELIGION / Christian Theology / Apologetics

978-1-6835-9519-9, Paperback (5×7), 96 pages, $9.99
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HOW CAN WE HELP
VICTIMS OF TRAUMA
AND ABUSE?
Stephen N. Williams
& Susan L. Williams
In How Can We Help Victims of
Trauma and Abuse?, Stephen N.
Williams and Susan L. Williams draw
on their expertise in theology and
counseling to equip you. Before we
can aid in recovery, we must gain a
deeper understanding of trauma’s emotional and spiritual implications.
Moreover, we need a Christian perspective on trauma. Discover how
Christ is the light and life that defeats darkness and death.
RELIGION / Christian Ministry / Counseling & Recovery

978-1-6835-9511-3, Paperback (5×7), 112 pages, $9.99

WHO IS JESUS
OF NAZARETH?
Craig L. Blomberg

HOW DO WE LIVE
IN A DIGITAL WORLD?

HOW DO WE KNOW
GOD EXISTS?

C. Ben Mitchell

William Lane Craig

ARE ALL RELIGIONS
TRUE?
Harold A. Netland
In Are All Religions True?, Harold A.
Netland o˛ ers a Christian response
to religious pluralism. Netland
considers the nature of religious
claims, tolerance, and the great
commission. Wisdom is needed.
While Christians should support
aspects of religious diversity, we
also believe that Jesus is the Lord and Savior of all. Learn how
you can be devoted to Christ while showing love for those of
other faiths.

In How Do We Know God Exists?,
William Lane Craig o˛ ers five
air-tight arguments for God’s
existence. Not only are these
arguments rational, but they have
not been disproven—let alone
adequately challenged. You can
have confidence that your faith is
grounded.

In How Do We Live in a Digital
World?, C. Ben Mitchell considers
the benefits and burdens of
digital media. Technology is not
morally neutral; the situation is
more complicated. Rather than
taking uncritical or consumerist
attitudes, Christians need to show
discernment. Gain wisdom for how you should live in a digital
world.

RELIGION / Christian Ministry / Pastoral Resources

RELIGION / Christian Ministry / Discipleship

978-1-6835-9527-4, Paperback (5×7), 112 pages, $9.99

RELIGION / Christian Living / Social Issues

978-1-6835-9531-1, Paperback (5×7), 96 pages, $9.99

WHAT IS THE BIBLE?
Graham A. Cole

978-1-6835-9501-4, Paperback (5×7), 160 pages, $9.99

HOW DO HUMANS
FLOURISH?

WHAT IS ISLAM?
Chawkat Moucarry

Danielle Sallade

In Who is Jesus of Nazareth?, Craig
L. Blomberg shows what you can
know about Jesus and how you
can know it. There is a wealth of
information about Jesus from
ancient sources, whether Christian
or non-Christian, oral traditions
or written manuscripts. Blomberg
guides you through these sources, so you can investigate them
for yourself. Explore the evidence about Jesus and why he
matters today.

In What is the Bible?, Graham A.
Cole asks why Christians should
value God’s word. Fundamentally,
God’s word gives light. It reveals
God. It also reveals this world. It
gives a new perspective on the past,
present, and future. And God’s
word illuminates you. It knows and
understands you better than you
do. It doesn’t simply answer your questions; it asks questions
of you. It will not leave you unchanged. Learn what makes this
book so valued by so many people.

In How Do Humans Flourish?, Danielle
Sallade argues that the Christian
life leads to thriving. Many are
burdened under the yoke of worldly
success, resulting in stress, anxiety,
and exhaustion. But true flourishing
can be found only in peace, and that
begins with a right relationship with
God. Learn what true success looks like. Discover how you can
value work rightly, find your identity in Christ, and live with an
attitude of dependence on God. You too can flourish.

RELIGION / Christian Theology / Apologetics

RELIGION / Christian Living / Personal Growth

RELIGION / Christian Living / Personal Growth

978-1-6835-9529-8, Paperback (5×7), 112 pages, $9.99

HOW DO WE TALK
WITH SKEPTICS?
Sam Chan

978-1-6835-9513-7, Paperback (5×7), 112 pages, $9.99

HOW SHOULD
CHRISTIANS THINK
ABOUT SEX?
Christopher Ash

In How Do We Talk with Skeptics?,
Sam Chan shows you how to walk
the tightrope by o˛ ering ten wise
tips to keep the balance right.
Listen well. Speak persuasively.
Learn hospitality. Gently reveal the
holes in your friend’s worldview.
Gain wisdom on when to speak
and when to listen. With Chan’s help, you can keep your friends
while being a faithful witness for Christ.

In How Should Christians Think
about Sex?, Christopher Ash turns
to the Bible to find the wisdom and
beauty in God’s good design. What
is marriage? What is sexuality for?
Only God’s word makes sense of it all.
Jesus’ way is better, more liberating,
and more aÿ rming. Experience the freedom that comes through
living not for your own gratification, but for God’s glory.

RELIGION / Christian Ministry / Evangelism

RELIGION / Christian Living / Love & Marriage

978-1-6835-9521-2, Paperback (5×7), 128 pages, $9.99

978-1-6835-9503-8, Paperback (5×7), 112 pages, $9.99

In What Is Islam?, Chawkat
Moucarry compares the teachings
of Islam and Christianity on the
most essential issues, such as
the Bible, God, Jesus, sin and
forgiveness, Muhammad, and God’s
kingdom. Moreover, Moucarry
dispels the many myths and
misconceptions that both religions
hold about the other, paving the way for charitable discussion.
Understand how the gospel is good news for everyone.
RELIGION / Christian Ministry / Evangelism

978-1-6835-9499-4, Paperback (5×7), 144 pages, $9.99

978-1-6835-9507-6, Paperback (5×7), 96 pages, $9.99

WHY DOES
FRIENDSHIP MATTER?

WHAT IS A CHRISTIAN
WORLDVIEW?

Chris L. Firestone
& Alex H. Pierce

Graham A. Cole

In Why Does Friendship Matter?,
Chris L. Firestone and Alex Pierce
consider the profits and perils of
friendship. Everyone needs friends.
Friends help us navigate and enjoy
life: “The˝sweetness of a friend comes
from his earnest counsel” (Prov 27:9).
Firestone and Pierce define friendship, draw from perspectives of
the past, and consider di˛ erent types of friendship, its limits, and
possible red flags. Learn what makes for a good friend and how
you˝can be one.

In What is a Christian Worldview?,
Graham A. Cole asks how Christians
should see the world. Everyone has
a worldview, a frame of reference
through which we understand
our experiences. A worldview
must be coherent and able to be
lived. So what does it look like to
have a Christian worldview? And how should Christians live?
Understand how to think and live in a distinctively Christian way.
RELIGION / Christian Living / Social Issues

978-1-6835-9533-5, Paperback (5×7), 96 pages, $9.99

RELIGION / Christian Living / General

978-1-6835-9525-0, Paperback (5×7), 96 pages, $9.99
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“This is a
must-read for
anyone attempting
to understand the
Baptist position
on the sacraments,
credobaptist
or not.”

“No scholar of the
atonement can fail
to grapple with
Benjamin Wheaton’s
careful historical
study of its concepts
in the Middle Ages.”

—Matthew Y. Emerson, professor
of religion and dean of theology, arts, and
humanities, Oklahoma Baptist University

AMIDST US OUR
BELOVÈD STANDS
RECOVERING SACRAMENT
IN THE BAPTIST TRADITION

Michael A. G. Haykin
When it comes to baptism and the Lord’s Supper,
many Baptists reject the language of sacrament. As a
people of the book, the logic goes, Baptists must not
let tradition supersede the Bible. So Baptists tend
to view baptism and Communion as ordinances and
symbols, not sacraments.
But the history of Baptists and the sacraments
is complicated. In Amidst Us Our Belovèd Stands,
Michael A. G. Haykin argues that earlier Baptists,
such as Charles Spurgeon, stood closer to Reformed
sacramental thought than most Baptists today do.
More than mere memorials, baptism and Communion
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have spiritual implications that were celebrated by
Baptists of the past. Haykin calls for a renewal of
sacramental life in churches today—Baptists can and
should be sacramental.
AUTHOR
Michael A. G. Haykin is professor of church history
and biblical spirituality at the Southern Baptist
Theological Seminary and the Director of the Andrew
Fuller Center for Baptist Studies. He is author and
coauthor of numerous books, including The Baptist
Story: From English Sect to Global Movement and
Rediscovering the Church Fathers: Who They Were and
How They Shaped the Church.
Available April 2022
RELIGION / Christianity / Baptist

978-1-6835-9585-4, Hardback (5.5×8.25), 176 pages,
$19.99

—W. Ross Hastings, Sangwoo Youtong Chee
Professor of Theology, Regent College

Wheaton displays this through a careful analysis of
three medieval theologians whose writings on the
atonement are commonly overlooked: Caesarius of
Arles, Haimo of Auxerre, and Dante Alighieri. These
figures come from di˛ erent times and contexts and
wrote in di˛ erent genres, but each spoke of Christ’s
death as a sacrifice of expiation and propitiation made
by God to God.

SUFFERING,
NOT POWER
ATONEMENT IN
THE MIDDLE AGES

Benjamin Wheaton
Was Christ’s death a victory over death or a
substitution for sin? Many today follow Gustav Aulén’s
Christus Victor view, which portrays Christ’s death
as primarily a ransom paid to the powers of evil and
which, according to Aulén, reflected the beliefs of the
early church. Aulén held that this “ransom theory”
view dominated until Anselm reframed atonement as
satisfaction and the Reformers reframed it as penal
substitution.
In Su° ering, Not Power, Benjamin Wheaton
challenges this common narrative that Christ’s work
of atonement was reframed by Anselm, showing
that sacrificial and substitutionary language was
common well before Anselm’s Cur Deus Homo.

Let history speak for itself, read the evidence,
and reconsider the church’s belief in Christ’s
substitutionary death for sinners.
AUTHOR
Benjamin Wheaton received a PhD from the Centre for
Medieval Studies at the University of Toronto and has
written several peer-reviewed articles in Francia and
the Journal of Late Antiquity on the topics of theology
and society in late antiquity and the early Middle Ages.
Available June 2022
RELIGION / Christian Theology / Soteriology

978-1-6835-9599-1, Paperback (5.5×8.5), 280 pages,
$26.99
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STUDIES IN HISTORICAL & SYSTEMATIC THEOLOGY
Studies in Historical & Systematic Theology is a peer-reviewed series of contemporary
monographs exploring key figures, themes, and issues in historical and systematic theology from
an evangelical perspective. See more titles in this series at LexhamPress.com/SHST.

THE QUEST TO SAVE
THE OLD TESTAMENT
MATHEMATICS, HIEROGLYPHICS, AND PROVIDENCE
IN ENLIGHTENMENT ENGLAND

David Ney
Pastors and scholars today lament the Old Testament’s neglect in the West.
But this is nothing new. In the eighteenth century, natural philosopher John
Hutchinson witnessed the Old Testament becoming devalued as Scripture.
And in his mind, the blame lay with Isaac Newton.
The Quest to Save the Old Testament is a timely retelling of fateful and faithful
attempts to “save” the Old Testament.
“This is historical and theological writing at its best.” —Ephraim Radner, professor
of historical theology, Wycliffe College at the University of Toronto

VIRTUOUS PERSUASION
A THEOLOGY OF CHRISTIAN MISSION

Michael Niebauer
Christians who are engaged in missions regularly face ethical
challenges. But the approaches and standards of modern missions
often further complicate, rather than alleviate, matters. Modern
missiology debates what actions constitute mission work, how
to measure growth, and the difference between persuasion and
coercion. In Virtuous Persuasion, Michael Niebauer casts a holistic
vision for Christian mission that is rooted in theological ethics and
moral philosophy. Christian mission is best understood as specific
activities that develop virtue in its practitioners and move them
toward their ultimate goal of partaking in the glory of God. With
Persuasion, you can rethink the essence of Jesus’s Great
Virtuous Persuasion
Commission and how we seek to fulfill it.
“
“Virtuous
Persuasion is the most important work on moral theology
and missions that currently exists. It should be in the hands of everyone,
scholar, clergy or lay, involved in missions.” —D. Stephen Long,
Cary M. Maguire University Professor of Ethics, Southern Methodist
University
Available July 2022, RELIGION / Christian Ministry / Missions

978-1-6835-9505-2, Paperback (6×9), 320 pages, $29.99

Available July 2022
RELIGION / Biblical Criticism & Interpretation / Old Testament

978-1-6835-9626-4, Paperback (6×9), 376 pages, $29.99

REFORMED DOGMATICS
IN DIALOGUE
THE THEOLOGY OF KARL BARTH AND JONATHAN EDWARDS

CHRIST, THE WAY

Ed. Uche Anizor & Kyle C. Strobel

AUGUSTINE’S THEOLOGY OF WISDOM

Edited by Uche Anizor and Kyle C. Strobel, Reformed Dogmatics
in Dialogue engages Jonathan Edwards and Karl Barth for
constructive dogmatics. Each chapter brings these theologians into
conversation on classic theological categories, such as the doctrine
of God, atonement, and ecclesiology, as well as topics of particular
interest to both, such as aesthetics and philosophy. As with all
great theologians, Edwards and Barth continue to illuminate.
Readers will appreciate their rigor of thought and devotion to
Christ.

Benjamin T. Quinn
In Christ, the Way, Benjamin T. Quinn recovers and evaluates Augustine’s
rich writing on wisdom. While many have acknowledged sapientia (wisdom)
as central in Augustine, few have offered a full treatment of his definition of
wisdom and how it ordered his thought. Quinn remedies this need, tracing
the development of Augustine’s thought from his earliest reflections to De
Trinitate, his most systematic treatment of wisdom. For Augustine, sapientia
is the incarnate Christ, who by the Spirit enlightens all God’s people to see
clearly, live virtuously, and participate in God—thereby restoring his people
to his image. Quinn then brings Augustine into dialogue with contemporary
wisdom scholarship, displaying where his biblically rooted, Christocentric,
faith-first approach holds rich insights for scholars and Christians today.
“A rich, insightful, and well-researched contribution to Augustinian studies.”
—Martin Laird, professor of Early Christian Studies, Villanova University

“This stellar lineup shines a spotlight on intriguing connections between
these influential modern theologians. As appropriating their thought
becomes increasingly complicated, this set of essays can be a fresh
catalyst for engaging their dogmatic contributions.” —Daniel J. Treier,
Knoedler Professor of Theology, Wheaton College
Available July 2022, RELIGION / Christian Theology / History

978-1-6835-9617-2, Paperback (6×9), 336 pages, $29.99
RELIGION / Christian Theology / History

978-1-6835-9579-3, Paperback (6×9), 288 pages, $29.99
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THE KLAAS SCHILDER
READER
THE ESSENTIAL THEOLOGICAL
WRITINGS

Klaas Schilder
Klaas Schilder (1890–1952) was a prominent Dutch
Reformed theologian in the early twentieth century,
first as a pastor and then as a professor. While his
fame spread to North America in the 1940s, he is
mostly forgotten today. In Schilder Reader: The Essential
Theological Writings, readers will rediscover this
important Dutch theologian.
Working in the tradition of Abraham Kuyper and
Herman Bavinck, Schilder applies Dutch NeoCalvinism to the twentieth century. This includes
secularism, the rise and influence of Karl Barth,
opposition to Nazism, and the relation between the
church and society. Schilder Reader contextualizes his
work and furthers the neo-Calvinist tradition.
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“A wonderful guide to Schilder’s life and writings, and its
primary sources will prove indispensable as we continue
to wrestle in depth with the relevance of Neo-Calvinism
for˛today.” —Craig G. Bartholomew, director,
Kirby Laing Centre for Public Theology, Cambridge,
United Kingdom

FIGURAL READING IN THE
ANGLICAN TRADITION

Ed. David Ney &
Ephraim Radner
Figural interpretation has been a trademark of
Anglican devotions from the beginning. Anglican
readers—including Tyndale, Cranmer, Hooker,
and Lewis—have been figural readers of the Bible.
By paying attention to how words, images, and
narratives become figures of others in Scripture,
these readers sought to uncover how God’s word
interprets all of reality. Every verse shines the
constellation of God’s story.
Edited by David Ney and Ephraim Radner, the
essays in All Thy Lights Combine explore how
the Anglican tradition has employed figural
interpretation to theological, christological,
and pastoral ends. The prayer book is central; it
immerses Christians in the words of Scripture and
orders them by the word. With guided prayers for
morning and evening, this book invites readers to
be re-formed by God’s word.
Become immersed in the riches of the Anglican
interpretive tradition.

EDITORS
George Harinck is professor of the history of NeoCalvinism at Theological University Kampen | Utrecht
and Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam.

EDITORS
David Ney (ThD, Wycli˛ e College, University of
Toronto) is associate professor of church history at
Trinity School of Ministry, Ambridge, Pennsylvania.

Marinus De Jong is a pastor in Amsterdam and a
researcher at The Neo-Calvinism Research Institute at
Theological University Kampen | Utrecht.

Ephraim Radner (PhD, Yale University) is
professor of historical theology at Wycli˛ e College,
University of Toronto, Canada, and a priest in the
Episcopal Church. He is the author of Time and the
Word: Figural Reading of the Christian Scriptures.

Richard Mouw is professor emeritus of faith and public
life at Fuller Theological Seminary, where he served as
president for twenty years.
Available May 2022
RELIGION / Christian Theology / History

978-1-6835-9593-9, Hardback (6×9), 632 pages, $49.99

RELIGION / Biblical Studies / Exegesis & Hermeneutics

978-1-6835-9553-3, Hardback (5x7.25), 440 pages,
$32.99

We do not
simply
interpret
God’s word.
His word
interprets us.
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—James K. A. Smith, professor of philosophy, Gary
and Henrietta Byker Chair in Applied Reformed Theology
and Worldview, Calvin University, Grand Rapids

ALL THY LIGHTS
COMBINE
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>[>
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“Schilder’s prophetic voice
reminds the Reformed
tradition that our
cultural endeavors must
be cruciform—that our
‘kingdom’ endeavors are in
the service of a King who
bears scars. This reader is
an excellent opportunity for
Schilder’s voice to be heard
more widely.”
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COLLECTED WORKS
IN PUBLIC THEOLOGY
ABRAHAM KUYPER

Never before available in English, the Abraham
Kuyper Collected Works in Public Theology
has introduced a new audience to the thinking
of one of Christianity’s most thoughtful public
theologians. Comprised of 8 key works spread
over 12 volumes, this series has finally been
fully published six years after its inaugural
volume in 2015. The completion of the Abraham
Kuyper Collected Works in Public Theology
marks a historic moment in Kuyper studies, and
we hope it will deepen and enrich the church’s
interest and engagement in public theology.
“God’s redemption is as wide and high and deep
as the expanse of his creation. This is the central
message of Abraham Kuyper that has been heard
anew by a generation of young evangelicals who
have a new appreciation for the importance of
Christian culture-making.” —James K. A. Smith,
The Gary and Henrietta Byker Chair in Applied
Reformed Theology and Worldview, Calvin
University
“The Abraham Kuyper Collected Works in Public
Theology series provides depth and development
in a very accessible format. Kuyper was not static
as a person and the writings presented illumine
a Kuyper who continually addressed the culture,
context, and church of his day.” —Jul Medenblik,
president, Calvin Theological Seminary
“Abraham Kuyper is a seminal figure in public
philosophy and in Christian thought and action.
His global influence continues to grow, in part due
to the publication of his collected works by Lexham
Press.” —Amy L. Sherman, senior fellow at
the Sagamore Institute’s Center on Faith in
Communities, USA
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ON CHARITY
& JUSTICE

The entire
12-volume series
is now complete.

The practical outworking of Kuyper’s doctrine of
common grace demanded a commitment to seeking
Christ’s glory in every sphere of human life. Christians
are called to witness to the lordship of Christ through
sacrificial service, not domination, and such service
calls us to seek charity and justice for all people.
In this anthology of articles and reflections, Kuyper
articulates a Christian vision for engaging with
society. Though his analysis was intended for his
late nineteenth-century Dutch context, his thoughts
remain strikingly relevant for Christians living in
the modern world. For Kuyper, God’s law preserved
civil justice, making humane life possible. However,
the law itself could not save society—only the gospel
can transform the heart. But the gospel is for all of
life. Kuyper elaborated a social Christian approach to
politics, resulting in a distinct perspective on property,
human dignity, democracy, and justice.
RELIGION / Christian Theology / Ethics

978-1-5779-9673-6, Hardback (7x10), 464 pages, $44.99
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COMMENTARY ON THE NEW TESTAMENT
FROM THE TALMUD AND MIDRASH
VOLUME 2 | MARK THROUGH ACTS
VOLUME 3 | ROMANS THROUGH REVELATION

Hermann L. Strack & Paul Billerbeck
Hermann L. Strack and Paul Billerbeck’s Commentary on the
New Testament from the Talmud and Midrash is an important
reference work for illustrating the concepts, theological
background, and cultural assumptions of the New Testament.
The commentary walks through each New Testament book
verse by verse, referencing potentially illuminating passages
from the Talmud and Midrash and providing easy access
to the rich textual world of rabbinic material. Volume 2
comments on the Gospels of Mark, Luke, and John and the
Acts of the Apostles. Volume 3 comments on Romans through
Revelation.
Originally published between 1922 and 1928 as Kommentar
zum Neuen Testament aus Talmud und Midrasch, Strack and
Billerbeck’s commentary has been unavailable in English until
now.
AUTHORS
Hermann Strack (1848–1922) was a German Orientalist and
theologian. He studied rabbinics under Jewish-Bohemian
scholar Moritz Steinschneider.
Paul Billerbeck (1853–1932) was a German Lutheran minister
and scholar of Judaism.
GENERAL EDITOR
Jacob N. Cerone is a doctoral candidate at the FriedrichAlexander University at Erlangen-Nuremberg, coauthor of
Daily Scriptures: 365 Readings in Hebrew, Greek, and Latin,
editor and translator of The Letter of the Roman Church to the
Corinthian Church from the Era of Domitian: 1 Clement, and
coeditor of The Pericope of the Adulteress in Contemporary
Research and Apostolic Fathers Greek Reader.

“Everyone interested in the Jewish context of New Testament
literature will welcome the appearance of the English translation of
Strack and Billerbeck’s classic commentary that provides myriads
of parallels with rabbinic literature. As an added bonus, David
Instone-Brewer’s introduction very helpfully clarifies the proper
use of this valuable tool and at the same time answers the criticisms
leveled against it in its original German form.”
—Craig A. Evans, John Bisagno Distinguished Professor of
Christian Origins, Houston Baptist University
“This remains an indispensable tool for understanding the Jewish
context of the New Testament. It is the culmination of nearly four
hundred years of Christian engagement with Talmud and Midrash,
the classic sources of rabbinic thought. If used with discrimination
it opens a door—in a way that no other work does—into the
intense dialogue between early Christianity and rabbinic Judaism.”
—Philip Alexander, emeritus professor of post-biblical Jewish
literature, University of Manchester, England
RELIGION / Biblical Commentary / New Testament / General

978-1-6835-9547-2, Hardback (7×10), 1050 pages, $64.99

Available May 2022

Available November 2022

RELIGION / Biblical Commentary / New Testament / General

VOLUME 1 | MATTHEW

978-1-6835-9567-0, Hardback (7×10), 1024 pages, $64.99
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“To understand rabbinic Judaism comprehensively, we must
go elsewhere. But to understand the New Testament, we can
go to this rich compendium of sources, not to find ready-made
answers to our questions, but to provide a broader context for our
exegetical inquiries. I hope it will be widely used and stimulate fresh
discussions of the Jewish traditions it collects.”
—Richard Bauckham, emeritus professor of New Testament,
St Andrews University, Scotland

“I’m delighted to see this longoverdue excellent and faithful
translation of Adolf Schlatter’s
brilliant award-winning
monograph on faith in the New
Testament. While written in
1885, the work is eminently
relevant and provides a proper,
highly illuminating framework
for contemporary discussions
on the nature of faith in the
writings of Paul.”

“Theologically rich
and invites readers
into deeper reflection
about the significance
of the Word that
Jesus embodies and
conveys.”

—Andreas J. Köstenberger,
cofounder of Biblical Foundations and translator
of Adolf Schlatter’s The History of the Christ
and The Theology of the Apostles

FAITH IN THE NEW
TESTAMENT
A STUDY IN BIBLICAL
THEOLOGY

Adolf Schlatter
First appearing in 1885, Schlatter’s Der Glaube im
Neuen Testament (Faith in the New Testament) is a
thorough analysis of the concept of faith. Taking into
account Old Testament, rabbinic, and key first-century
writings, Schlatter provides an exhaustive study on
the meaning and implications of faith in the New
Testament. It is a philological masterpiece, making
its translation into English a great contribution
to New Testament theological studies. This fresh
translation retains the substance and style of his
original work, giving a new audience direct access to
Schlatter’s work. Schlatter’s rigorous thought remains
invaluable˝today.
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“This accessible and readable translation of Schlatter’s
comprehensive study will be of enormous benefit for those
seeking to understand not only the meaning of individual
NT texts but also what is one of the most fundamental
theological themes of the New Testament.”
—Joshua Jipp, associate professor of New Testament,
Trinity Evangelical Divinity School
AUTHOR
Adolf Schlatter (1852–1938) was a Lutheran theologian,
a lecturer at Berne, and a professor of the New
Testament and systematic theology at Greifswald
University and Tübingen. Schlatter actively opposed
theological liberalism in Germany in his time
and remains influential today. His works include
numerous commentaries, The History of the Christ,
and˛The˛Theology of the Apostles.
Available August 2022
RELIGION / Biblical Criticism & Interpretation / New Testament

978-1-6835-9619-6, Hardback (6×9), 512 pages, $49.99

—Craig Koester, Asher O. & Carrie Nasby Professor
of New Testament, Luther Seminary

THE WORD FROM
THE BEGINNING
THE PERSON AND WORK OF
JESUS IN THE GOSPEL OF JOHN

Bruce G. Schuchard
John’s Gospel famously opens with a poetic prologue
about the Word. However, after these initial verses, the
theme of God’s Word incarnate seems to fade.
The silence is only apparent. In The Word from
the Beginning, Bruce G. Schuchard reunites John’s
prologue with the rest of his Gospel. What Jesus does
in the Gospel embodies who Jesus is in the prologue.
Jesus’s words and actions reveal and unfold his unique
identity as the Word. Jesus is indeed God’s Word
enfleshed.
This theological reading of John’s Gospel unifies
Jesus’s identity, words, and work, opening up
implications for Johannine Christology.

“Bruce Schuchard has written a beautiful little book that is
succinct, insightful, and imminently readable. Schuchard’s
deep understanding of the Fourth Gospel is obvious on
every page, as he guides his readers through the unfolding
story of the Word Made Flesh.”
—Craig A. Evans, John Bisagno Distinguished
Professor of Christian Origins, Houston Baptist
University
AUTHOR
Bruce G. Schuchard teaches at Concordia Seminary,
St. Louis, where he chairs the department of exegetical
theology. He is the author of Scripture within Scripture:
The Interrelationship of Form and Function in the Explicit
Citations of the Old Testament in the Gospel of John. He
also wrote 1–3 John in the Concordia Commentary
series and coedited Abiding Word: The Use of Scripture
in the Gospel of John.
Available August 2022
RELIGION / Biblical Studies / New Testament / Jesus, the Gospels
& Acts, 978-1-6835-9602-8, Hardback (6×9), 160 pages,
$26.99

Email: Orders@LexhamPress.com | 1-800-875-6467 | LexhamPress.com
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“An informative,
highly useful,
and visually
attractive guide
to the Hebrew
text of Ruth.”

“A delightful sketch
of the goals and
assumptions by which
the church fathers read
holy Scripture.”
—Kathryn Greene-McCreight, aÿ liate priest,

—Duane A. Garrett, professor
of Old Testament, The Southern Baptist
Theological Seminary

Christ Church, New Haven; spiritual director, Annand
Program, Yale Divinity School

HOW THE CHURCH
FATHERS READ
THE BIBLE
A SHORT INTRODUCTION

Gerald Bray
Christians live in the house built by the church
fathers. The fathers’ reading of the Scriptures shaped
key doctrines that are essential to Christianity. But
appreciating how the fathers read the Bible is not just
for the historically curious, as if it were only a matter
of literary archaeology. Nor should it be intimidating.
Rather, the fathers gleaned insights from Scripture
that continue to be relevant to all Christians.
How the Church Fathers Read the Bible is an accessible
introduction to help you read Scripture with the
early church. With a clear and simple style, Gerald
Bray explains the distinctives of early Christian
interpretation and shows how the fathers interpreted
key Bible passages from Genesis to Revelation. Their
unique perspective is summed up in seven principles
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that can inspire our Bible reading today. With Bray as
your guide, you can reclaim the rich insights of the
fathers with reverence and discernment.
AUTHOR
Gerald Bray is research professor of divinity at
Beeson Divinity School of Samford University in
Birmingham, Alabama. He is the author of numerous
books, including Biblical Interpretation: Past and Present,
God Has Spoken: A History of Christian Theology, and
Preaching the Word with John Chrysostom.
Available April 2022
RELIGION / Christian Church / History

978-1-6835-9583-0, Hardback (5.5×8), 208 pages, $24.99

ANGLICANISM

A REFORMED CATHOLIC
TRADITION

Gerald Bray

RUTH
A GUIDE TO READING
BIBLICAL HEBREW

Adam J. Howell
Too often, a former Hebrew student is a lapsed
Hebrew student. The paradigms, the syntactical
forms, and even the alphabet can be hard to recall.
The way to make Hebrew stick, like any language, is
to continue to put it to use.
In Ruth: A Guide to Reading Biblical Hebrew, Adam
J. Howell helps intermediate readers of Hebrew
work through the text of Ruth with exegetical and
syntactical aids. With Howell as a guide, students
will be able to mine the riches of the Hebrew text to
appreciate the literary and theological significance
of the book of Ruth.

“Through a clause-by-clause analysis of the Hebrew
text of Ruth, Howell reinforces the fundamentals while
guiding readers beyond the basics; all of this with a goal
of hearing the voice of God in the text of Scripture. This
book will be a help to many!”
—Andrew M. King, assistant professor of biblical
studies, Midwestern Baptist Theological Seminary
and Spurgeon College
“Howell’s pedagogical instincts shine through in his
down-to-earth explanations and playful descriptions
of complicated structures. Students will find the book
informative, approachable, and—dare I say—fun.”
—Michelle Knight, assistant professor
of Old Testament and Semitic languages,
Trinity Evangelical Divinity School
AUTHOR
Adam J. Howell is assistant professor of Old
Testament interpretation at Boyce College, The
Southern Baptist Theological Seminary, and
coauthor of Hebrew for Life: Strategies for Learning,
Retaining, and Reviving Biblical Hebrew.

RELIGION / Christianity / Anglican

978-1-6835-9436-9, Hardback
(5.25×8.5), 184 pages, $23.99

Available June 2022
RELIGION / Biblical Reference / Language Study

978-1-6835-9557-1, Paperback (6x8.5), 336 pages,
$32.99

Email: Orders@LexhamPress.com | 1-800-875-6467 | LexhamPress.com
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DISCOVERING THE
NEW TESTAMENT

The three-volume set
is now complete.

DISCOVERING
THE NEW TESTAMENT

MARK J. KEOWN

AN INTRODUCTION TO ITS
BACKGROUND, THEOLOGY,
AND THEMES

Mark J. Keown
VOLUME III:
GENERAL LETTERS AND REVELATION
Discovering the New Testament is a new and comprehensive
introduction to the New Testament in three volumes, reflecting
current research and scholarship in New Testament studies.
Each volume provides a thorough discussion of background
issues as well as treating theological themes and practical
application.
In this third volume, Mark J. Keown surveys Hebrews, the
General Epistles, and Revelation. In addition to covering
introductory matters, Keown addresses key concerns for each
book, such as the use of the Old Testament in Hebrews, James’s
view of justification, the relationship of 2 Peter and Jude, and
Revelation’s various interpretative approaches.
Ideal for college or seminary students, Discovering the New
Testament provides numerous maps and charts as well as
discussion questions for each chapter and a focus on real-life
relevance and application.

“If you are familiar with volumes 1 and 2, this wonderfully
completes the series. If not, they are all worth having.”
—Darrell Bock, executive director for cultural engagement,
Howard G. Hendricks Center for Christian Leadership and Cultural Engagement

“The Discovering the New Testament series is an example of precision
scholarship presented in a clear and accessible way.”
—Grant Buchanan, lecturer, Alphacrucis College

“A clear and comprehensive guide to help us to discover
the New Testament anew.”
—Paul Trebilco, professor of New Testament Studies, Theology Programme, University of Otago
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VOLUME I:
THE GOSPELS AND ACTS
RELIGION / Biblical Studies / New Testament / General

978-1-6835-9232-7, Hardback (6×9), 656 pages,
$49.99

AUTHOR
Mark J. Keown is senior lecturer in New Testament at Laidlaw
College in Auckland, New Zealand. He is the author of two
volumes of the Evangelical Exegetical Commentary (Philippians
1:1–2:18 and Philippians 2:19–4:23) and Jesus in a World of Colliding
Empires. He is an ordained minister and served at Greenlane
Presbyterian Church in Auckland from 1997 to 2003.
Available May 2022
RELIGION / Biblical Studies / New Testament / General

VOLUME II:
THE PAULINE LETTERS

978-1-6835-9591-5, Hardback (6×9), 504 pages, $49.99

RELIGION / Biblical Studies / New Testament / General

978-1-6835-9382-9, Hardback (6×9), 640 pages,
$49.99
Email: Orders@LexhamPress.com | 1-800-875-6467 | LexhamPress.com
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SEE SCRIPTURE AS A WHOLE
The Evangelical Biblical Theology Commentary:
Scholarly exegesis, biblical theology, and life application
come together in a new commentary series.

The book of Daniel presents a God
who is there and is not silent.
VOLUMES I & II

James M. Hamilton Jr.
James M. Hamilton Jr. provides a fresh translation
and canonical interpretation of the Psalms.
Though commonly read in isolation, the Psalms
are best read as a collage that tells a story of
God’s faithfulness to his people through his
king. Following the introductory Psalms 1–2,
Hamilton observes the significance of the Psalter’s
intentional macro-structuring and intricate links
across neighboring psalms. Hamilton interprets
with a literary sensitivity and an eye toward
canonical connections.

Psalms Volume I: Evangelical Biblical Theology Commentary
RELIGION / Biblical Commentary / Old Testament / Poetry & Wisdom Literature

978-1-6835-9569-4, Hardback (5.5x8.5), 712 pages, $44.99

RELIGION / Biblical Commentary / Old Testament / Poetry & Wisdom Literature

978-1-6835-9570-0, Hardback (5.5x8.5), 600 pages, $44.99
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“This will certainly be a helpful resource for the Church
of Jesus Christ.”
—Peter J. Gentry, Distinguished Visiting Professor
of Old Testament, Phoenix Seminary

The Evangelical Biblical Theology Commentary series locates each biblical book
within redemptive history and illuminates its unique theological contributions. All
volumes feature informed exegetical treatment of the biblical book and thorough
discussion of its most important theological themes in relation to the canon—all in a
style that is accessible to students and preachers of the scriptures.

“Joe Sprinkle’s commentary presents the best of evangelical scholarship on
Daniel.” —Andrew Steinmann, Distinguished Professor of Theology and
Hebrew, Concordia University Chicago

“Dr. Sprinkle has produced a clear, well-researched commentary on a very
difficult book.” —Paul D. Wegner, Distinguished Professor of the Old

GALATIANS

Testament, Gateway Seminary

JOSHUA

“Building on the flurry of recent
“Joshua is often ignored or avoided
scholarship on the letter, Matthew
these days by Christians because of
Joe M. Sprinkle (PhD, Hebrew Union College-Jewish
Harmon provides a sure path
its violence, but David Firth helps
Institute of Religion) is professor of Old Testament at Crossroads College.
through
the
interpretive
hotspots.
...
He is the author of Leviticus and Numbers (Teach the Text) and The Bookus
of appreciate its importance to our
Harmonand
doesBiblical
not leave
in
theology and faith.”
the Covenant: A Literary Approach
Lawmatters
and Its Relevance.
the first century but shows how Paul
—Tremper Longman III,
continues to speak to us today.”
Westmont College
RELIGION / Biblical Commentary /
—A. Andrew Das, professor
of Old Testament / Prophets
RELIGION / Biblical Commentary /
religious studies, assistant dean of
Old Testament / Historical Books
the faculty, Elmhurst University
978-1-6835-9440-6, Hardback
US $49.99

Psalms Volume II: Evangelical Biblical Theology Commentary

“This commentary belongs on the desk of every preacher
and in the library of every Christian.”
—R. Albert Mohler, Jr., president, The Southern
Baptist Theological Seminary

Joe M. Sprinkle connects Daniel with the biblical story. Debates rage
around Daniel’s dating, historicity, and referents. With this focus
on historical context, Daniel’s canonical context is often lost. While
arguing for conservative dating and historicity, Sprinkle focuses on
how Daniel is a fulcrum for many theological themes in both the
Old and New Testaments. Daniel says much about God’s nature, his
relationship with history, the heavenly host, the Messiah, the coming
kingdom, and the last things.

Sprinkle

“The blend of literary care, canonical integration,
exegetical insight at the level of the original language,
Christ-connecting instinct, and reverent gravitas
makes this a really wonderful and landmark work. I
will return to this work every time I preach, teach, and
write on a psalm.”
—Dane Ortlund, pastor, Naperville Presbyterian
Church

See more titles in this series at LexhamPress.com/EBTC.

RELIGION / Biblical Commentary /
New Testament / Paul’s Letters

978-1-6835-9563-2, Hardback
(5.5x8.5), 552 pages, $49.99

(5.5x8.5), 448 pages, $49.99

DANIEL
“Joe Sprinkle’s commentary presents
the best of evangelical scholarship on
Daniel: an even-handed evaluation
of the most recent thought on both
individual passages and the theology
of the book as a whole.”
—Andrew Steinmann,
Distinguished Professor of
Theology and Hebrew, Concordia
University Chicago

DAnIEL

PSALMS

SERIES EDITORS
T. Desmond Alexander, general editor | Thomas R. Schreiner,
general editor | Andreas J. Köstenberger, general editor |
James M. Hamilton, assistant general editor | Kenneth A.
Matthews, assistant general editor | Terry L. Wilder,
assistant general editor

DAnIEL

The Evangelical Biblical Theology Commentary (EBTC)
series locates each biblical book within redemptive history
and illuminates its unique theological contributions. The
books, stories, poems, letters, and laws in Scripture have
distinct theological themes. As you examine those ideas with
the EBTC, you’ll see how they all come together to form a
unified mosaic of God’s redemption, and you’ll discover a
theology you can live out, every day.

RELIGION / Biblical Commentary /
Old Testament / Prophets

978-1-6835-9424-6, Hardback
(5.5x8.5), 496 pages, $49.99

Email: Orders@LexhamPress.com | 1-800-875-6467 | LexhamPress.com
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LEXHAM MINISTRY GUIDES
FOR THE CARE OF SOULS
The Lexham Ministry Guides, edited by Harold L. Senkbeil, o˛ er practical, proven wisdom for the
church. But wisdom takes time. The authors in this series developed their wisdom through years of
ministry experience and conversations with colleagues. These books invite you to enter into these
conversations to better serve the Savior’s sheep and lambs with confidence. You will find hands-on
tools, lessons from years of ministry experience, and an array of resources to apply to your own
ministry context. See more titles in the series at LexhamPress.com/LMG.

PASTORAL VISITATION

FOR THE CARE OF SOULS
Tyler C. Arnold
Many consider pastoral visitation antiquated and impractical. People
seem busier than ever, and technology appears to trivialize personal
contact. As a result, personal visits are often reserved only for the gravest
of situations.
Tyler C. Arnold argues that pastoral visitation is essential to the pastoral
role. In Scripture, God visits his people to show his personal interest and
concern. This is seen most clearly in the incarnation. Christ’s ministry is
one of presence. But Jesus is not only an example of visitation ministry;
he is the embodiment of it. And in visitation, pastors and laypeople
continue Jesus’s ministry by bringing Christ to the individual in their very
place of need.
Established in strong theological foundations and sensitive to
contemporary concerns, Pastoral Visitation exhorts pastors to return to
this classic method of individual soul-care.
Available September 2022
RELIGION / Christian Ministry / General

978-1-6835-9623-3, Hardback (4.25×7),
232 pages, $19.99

“This excellent pastoral handbook by Tyler Arnold is most timely in its
winsome, practical approach to this fraught issue.”
—John W. Kleinig, lecturer emeritus, Australian Lutheran College,
Adelaide; author Wonderfully Made: A Protestant Theology of the Body
AUTHOR
Tyler C. Arnold is senior pastor of Christ Lutheran Church in Platte
Woods, Missouri, and a fellow on the Collegium of Pastors for
DOXOLOGY: The Lutheran Center for Spiritual Care and Counsel.
SERIES EDITOR
Harold L. Senkbeil is executive director emeritus of DOXOLOGY: The
Lutheran Center for Spiritual Care. His pastoral experience of nearly five
decades includes parish ministry, the seminary classroom, and parachurch
leadership. He is author of numerous books, including award-winning
The˛Care of Souls, Christ and Calamity, and Dying to Live.
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FUNERALS

STEWARDSHIP

FOR THE CARE OF SOULS

Tim Perry

Harold Ristau

“This is the best of pastoral
theology: wise at discerning
the times, gentle in its
recommendations for the care of
souls, incendiary as it fires the
pastoral vocation all over again.
Reading Funerals will remind you
why you wanted to be a pastor in
the first place.”
—Jason Byassee, Butler Chair
in Homiletics and Biblical
Interpretation, The Vancouver
School of Theology; author of
Surprised by Jesus Again

Nathan Meador
& Heath Curtis

SPIRITUAL WARFARE

Jesus Christ is the light that no darkness can overcome.
Spiritual warfare isn’t always obvious. It’s normally not
scary or spooky; it’s usually rather mundane. Yet it’s real
and always miraculous.
In Spiritual Warfare, Harold Ristau shows how faithful
spiritual warfare isn’t about secret methods and rituals.
Rather, for the care of souls, pastors already have all they
need in God’s word. The Spirit’s gifts equip Christians for
whatever challenges await them in ministry—even fighting
against the wiles of the devil. Spiritual Warfare helps pastors
inform, prepare, and equip the saints for the battle. The good
fight is fought in prayer and worship. As the church preaches
the forgiveness of sins, the darkness is pierced with the light
of Christ and those in bondage are freed.
AUTHOR
Harold Ristau is associate professor of theology at
Concordia Lutheran Theological Seminary. He is a former
chaplain in the Canadian Armed Forces (2006–2017) and
was deployed twice to Afghanistan. He is the author of At
Peace with War, My First Exorcism, and When You Fast.

FOR THE CARE
OF SOULS

RELIGION / Christian Living /
Death, Grief, Bereavement

978-1-6835-9473-4, Hardback
(4.25×7), 280 pages, $17.99

FOR THE CARE
OF SOULS

“Nathan Meador and Heath Curtis
bring years of pastoral ministry
experience to this project, weaving
together theological commitments,
biblical understanding, wisdom
from their years of service, and
insightful counsel for teaching and
addressing these vitally important
issues in the life of a congregation.”
—David S. Dockery, president,
International Alliance for
Christian Education and
Distinguished Professor of
Theology, Southwestern
Seminary
RELIGION / Christian Living /
Stewardship & Giving

978-1-6835-9495-6, Hardback
(4.25×7), 144 pages, $19.99

Available September 2022
RELIGION / Christian Living / Spiritual Warfare

978-1-6835-9621-9, Hardback (4.25×7), 296 pages, $19.99
Email: Orders@LexhamPress.com | 1-800-875-6467 | LexhamPress.com
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“This fine book did my
heart—and mind!—
good in many significant
ways. ... I hope this
book encourages and
equips many in facing
the complex challenges
of contemporary
discipleship.”

“This is a book I will
read every couple of
years for the rest of
my preaching career.
Illustrating Well is
another great tool for the
preaching toolbox.”

—Richard J. Mouw, president emeritus, Fuller
Seminary; senior research fellow, Paul B. Henry Institute
for the Study of Christianity and Politics, Calvin
University

PASTORAL ETHICS
MORAL FORMATION
AS LIFE IN THE TRINITY

W. Ross Hastings
Pastors regularly face concrete ethical questions.
And they, too, pursue a moral life. In the busyness of
ministry, it can be tempting to think pragmatically or
derive one’s ethics from the latest cultural concerns.
But ethics ought to be grounded in the gospel and in
our triune God.
In Pastoral Ethics, W. Ross Hastings provides pastors
an evangelical and Trinitarian framework for moral
formation and ethical discernment. For Hastings,
ethics must be reclaimed as theological. Theology
without ethics becomes gnosticism. Ethics without
theology leads to legalism and death. Christian ethics
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participates in God’s life and God’s work. Pastors find
their identity in God, and this inspires right thinking
and acting with regard to authority, life and death,
sexuality, work and rest, speech, and desires.
AUTHOR
W. Ross Hastings is Sangwoo Youtong Chee Professor
of Theology and Pastoral Theology at Regent
College, Vancouver, British Columbia. He was pastor
of Peace Portal Alliance Church in White Rock,
British Columbia, for eleven years and is author of
several books, including Theological Ethics, Echoes of
Coinherence, and Jonathan Edwards and the Life of God.
Available June 2022
RELIGION / Christian Theology / Ethics

978-1-6835-9545-8, Paperback (5.5×8.5), 352 pages,
$29.99

—Shawn Beaty, senior pastor, Clovis Hills
Community Church

In Illustrating Well, preachers will discover what makes
for a compelling illustration as well as the benefits and
potential pitfalls of particular types of illustrations.

ILLUSTRATING WELL
PREACHING SERMONS
THAT CONNECT

Jim L. Wilson
Preachers face all kinds of obstacles on Sunday
mornings. A sermon that employs interesting and
appropriate illustrations can help break through
barriers and convey truth in a fresh way. In Illustrating
Well, Jim L. Wilson provides pastors with the tools
to e˛ ectively use sermon illustrations to help them
communicate the Bible’s teachings. To reach the
hearts and minds of their congregations, preachers
must do more than explain the truth; they must
demonstrate how the truth relates to real life. Every
sermon should be theologically rich and thoroughly
biblical, but a good illustration can take what might be
an abstract concept and turn it into a concrete reality
for the listener.

AUTHOR
Jim L. Wilson is director of the doctor of ministry
program, professor of leadership formation at Gateway
Seminary, and author of Pastoral Ministry in the Real
World.
Available May 2022
RELIGION / Christian Ministry / Preaching

978-1-6835-9589-2, Paperback (5×8), 216 pages, $19.99
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STUDIES IN SCRIPTURE
& BIBLICAL THEOLOGY

CHRISTIAN
ESSENTIALS

Studies in Scripture and Biblical Theology is a peer-reviewed series of
contemporary monographs exploring key topics and issues in biblical studies
and biblical theology from an evangelical perspective.
See more titles in this series at LexhamPress.com/SSBT

BAPTISM
A GUIDE TO LIFE FROM DEATH
Peter J. Leithart
You’ve been baptized. But do you understand what it means?
Peter Leithart reunifies a church divided by baptism. He recovers
the baptismal imagination of the Bible, explaining how baptism
works according to Scripture. Then, in conversation with Christian
tradition, he shows why baptism is something worth recovering and
agreeing on.
“A book of liturgical wisdom for all of God’s people—wherever their
place may be in the Lord’s family.” —Timothy George, Distinguished
Professor at Beeson Divinity School of Samford University
RELIGION / Christian Rituals & Practice / Sacraments

978-1-6835-9463-5, Hardback (5×7), 168 pages, $15.99

EVIL IN GENESIS
A CONTEXTUAL ANALYSIS
OF HEBREW LEXEMES FOR EVIL
IN THE BOOK OF GENESIS

THE TEN
COMMANDMENTS

THE LORD’S
PRAYER

A GUIDE TO THE PERFECT
LAW OF LIBERTY

A GUIDE TO PRAYING
TO OUR FATHER

Peter J. Leithart

Wesley Hill

“This little gem of a book is the
best introduction to the Ten
Commandments I have yet come
across. I learned something new on almost every page.”
—Kevin J. Vanhoozer, Trinity Evangelical Divinity School,
author of Biblical Authority after Babel
RELIGION / Christianity / Catechisms

978-1-6835-9355-3, Hardback (5x7), 144 pages, $15.99

“In this treasure of a book, Hill
opens up the prayer with great
freshness for the ordinary reader,
so that we seem to hear Jesus himself speaking to us.”
—Fleming Rutledge, author of The Crucifixion and
Help My Unbelief
RELIGION / Christianity / Catechisms

978-1-6835-9318-8, Hardback (5x7), 144 pages, $15.99

Ingrid Faro
“Dr. Ingrid Faro offers us a treasure trove
of insight into evil in Genesis! Through a
linguistic analysis of ‘evil’ in Genesis and a
close reading of evil in the plot of Genesis, Faro
lays the essential groundwork for a biblical
theology of good and evil and does not shy away
from the ethical and theological implications of
her study. From insight into how evil correlates
with perception and how prominent good and
evil are across Genesis, I had many moments of
illumination while reading this volume.”
—Andrew T. Abernethy, associate professor
of Old Testament, Wheaton College
RELIGION / Biblical Criticism & Interpretation / Old
Testament 978-1-6835-9451-2, Paperback (6x9),

See more titles in the series at LexhamPress.com/Christian-Essentials.
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FIGURING
RESURRECTION
JOSEPH AS A DEATH & RESURRECTION
FIGURE IN THE OLD TESTAMENT
& SECOND TEMPLE JUDAISM

Jeffrey Pulse
“Through the motif of death and resurrection
Jeffrey Pulse uses the Joseph narrative to
demonstrate his hermeneutic of reading
Scripture as a unified theological narrative.
For those who want a refreshing and rigorous
reading of a neglected portion of Genesis,
Jeffrey Pulse restores Joseph to us so that even
now through his delightful book the bones of
Joseph cry out for resurrection.” —Arthur
Just, professor of exegetical theology,
Concordia Theological Seminary
RELIGION / Biblical Studies / Old Testament / Pentateuch, 978-1-6835-9453-6, Paperback (6x9), 328

pages, $29.99

UNDERSTANDING
THE JEWISH
ROOTS OF
CHRISTIANITY
BIBLICAL, THEOLOGICAL,
& HISTORICAL ESSAYS ON
THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
CHRISTIANITY & JUDAISM

Ed. Gerald McDermott
“I am so glad that this book exists. It is the
best one-volume overview of Christianity’s
relation to its Jewish roots that I know of,
in any language.” —R. Kendall Soulen,
professor of systematic theology, Emory
University, and author of The God of Israel
and Christian Theology
RELIGION / Christian Theology / Systematic

978-1-6835-9461-1, Paperback (6x9),
288 pages, $29.99

304 pages, $29.99

Email: Orders@LexhamPress.com | 1-800-875-6467 | LexhamPress.com
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WONDERFULLY
MADE

A PROTESTANT THEOLOGY
OF THE BODY

John W. Kleinig
“Wonderfully Made is a tremendous
and accessible guide for
Protestants who are beginning to
turn our attention toward what it
means to live in the flesh that God
gave us.”—Matthew Lee Anderson,™assistantprofessor, Baylor
University, and founder of Mere Orthodoxy
RELIGION / Christian Theology / Anthropology

978-1-6835-9467-3, Hardback (5.5×8.5), 256 pages, $27.99

IN THE NAME
OF OUR LORD

FOUR MODELS OF THE
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
BAPTISM, CATECHESIS,
AND COMMUNION

Jonathan D. Watson
“In this well-researched and thoughtprovoking academic study, Jonathan
Watson employs ‘liturgical logic’ to
provide an insightful and scholarly analysis of how different
church traditions relate baptism, catechism, and Communion
to each other.” —Joel R. Beeke, president, Puritan Reformed
Theological Seminary

50 ETHICAL
QUESTIONS

WALKING IN GOD’S
WISDOM

BIBLICAL WISDOM
FOR CONFUSING TIMES

THE BOOK OF PROVERBS

Benjamin T. Quinn

Alan Branch

RELIGION / Christian Theology / Ethics

“For those interested in pursuing godly
wisdom, be sure to read Benjamin
Quinn’s Walking in God’s Wisdom with
a highlighter and a pen. In a clear and
understandable way, he explains how
the Bible’s most practical book points
to Jesus.” —Sarah Zylstra, senior writer, The Gospel Coalition

978-1-6835-9559-5, Paperback (5.5×8.5), 272 pages, $16.99

RELIGION / Biblical Studies / Bible Study Guides

“Those who read 50 Ethical
Questions will find answers that are
reasonable, helpful, and best of all,
biblical.”—Tim Challies, author,
blogger, pastor

978-1-6835-9479-6, Paperback (5×8), 128 pages, $14.99

RELIGION / Christian Rituals & Practice / Sacraments

978-1-6835-9491-8, Paperback (6×9), 280 pages, $29.99

THE TRINITY
& THE BIBLE
ON THEOLOGICAL
INTERPRETATION

Scott Swain

“This highly readable volume
leads readers into Scripture
and the doctrine of the Trinity
simultaneously. It is deeply
informed, cogently argued, and
elegantly written.” —Fred Sanders, Torrey Honors College,
Biola University
RELIGION / Christian Theology / General

978-1-6835-9535-9, Hardback (5.5×8.5), 152 pages, $19.99

THEOLOGY
OF MISSION

A CONCISE BIBLICAL THEOLOGY

J.®D
. Payne
“A whole-Bible theology of mission
that demonstrates that God is
glorified in the blessing of the
nations with the gospel.”
—Douglas A. Sweeney, dean,
Beeson Divinity School
RELIGION / Christian Ministry / Missions

978-1-6835-9572-4, Hardback (6×9), 192 pages, $24.99

RISEN INDEED

A HISTORICAL INVESTIGATION
INTO THE RESURRECTION
OF JESUS

Gary Habermas

“The key to everything, including
salvation, is the resurrection. That
is why Gary Habermas has made the
resurrection the focus of his life’s
work.” —Frank Turek, president
of CrossExamined.com
RELIGION / Christian Theology / Apologetics

978-1-6835-9549-6, Paperback (6×9), 312 pages, $29.99

CARL HENRY
ON THE HOLY SPIRIT

TRANSFORMED
IN CHRIST

Jesse M. Payne
“Payne’s careful and thoughtful
research enables us to see that the
Holy Spirit played an essential role in
Henry’s theological construction. This
volume fills an important role in our
interpretation and understanding of this
evangelical giant.”—David S. Dockery,
Distinguished Professor of Theology, Southwestern Baptist
Theological Seminary and president, International Alliance for
Christian Education

1 CORINTHIANS

Ron Elsdon & William Olhausen
“A superbly rich and thoughtfully
applied distillation of the major themes
in 1 Corinthians.”—Maurice Elliott,
director, Church of Ireland Theological
Institute
RELIGION / Biblical Studies / Bible Study Guides

978-1-6835-9481-9, Paperback (5×8), 112 pages, $14.99

RELIGION / Christian Theology / Pneumatology

978-1-6835-9487-1, Paperback (6×9), 200 pages, $29.99

HEALING
THE SCHISM

KARL BARTH, FRANZ
ROSENZWEIG, AND THE NEW
JEWISH-CHRISTIAN ENCOUNTER

Jennifer Rosner
“In this exciting book, Jennifer
M. Rosner orchestrates a meeting
of minds between Barth and
Rosenzweig, and she does so with
reference to a phenomenon both thinkers foreshadow but
neither foresaw: the emergence of theologically articulate
Messianic Judaism. A creative and deeply probing work.”
—R. Kendall Soulen, Emory University
Available July 2022, RELIGION / Christian Theology / Ecclesiology

READING THE BOOK
OF REVELATION
FIVE PRINCIPLES
FOR INTERPRETATION

Alexander E. Stewart
“Explaining the Book of Revelation
in a clear and concise manner is
a daunting task, yet Alexander
Stewart excels without sacrificing
or trivializing Revelation’s foundational theology and message.”
—Brandon D. Smith, assistant professor of theology
& New Testament, Cedarville University
RELIGION / Biblical Criticism & Interpretation / New Testament

978-1-6835-9555-7, Paperback (5.5×8.5), 224 pages, $22.99

LIVING IN GOD’S
TRUE STORY
2 PETER

Donald L. Morcom
“A terrific exposition of a muchneglected book of the New
Testament. This is an informative,
readable, and practical exposition
of 2 Peter that is ideal for pastors,
preachers, and study groups.” —Michael F. Bird, academic
dean, lecturer in theology, Ridley College, Melbourne,
Australia
RELIGION / Biblical Studies / Bible Study Guides

978-1-6835-9483-3, Paperback (5×8), 128 pages, $14.99

978-1-6835-9493-2, Paperback (6×9), 304 pages, $34.99
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